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   LOUDSPEAKER   REVIEW

Undamped speakers come of age with the Fat Lady

MOREL
FAT LADY

PRICE £24,000 per pair CONTACT Russell K Distribution  01582 477355  www.morelhifi.com

M
orel is not yet a name on the tip of the high-end 
cognoscenti’s tongues, but the unforgettably named Fat 
Lady looks set to buck that trend. In an age of dreary 
catalogue numbers and bland product names, this 

speaker stands proud – all the more so with the manufacturer’s 
impressive track record behind it.

Some of the design ideas that have come from Morel are 
genuinely innovative and have been adopted elsewhere, like the 
28mm fabric tweeter dome which is the basis of its current tweeter 
range. Morel also pioneered the use of two magnets in a single drive 
unit, providing a more powerful engine than a similar sized single 
magnet. One of Morel’s principal interests has been bass drive units 
with large diameter, underhung (magnetically linear) voice coil 
assemblies. This means using rare earth neodymium magnets to 
achieve the required flux density. 

The Fat Lady is intended 
to change the 
undeservedly low key 
public perception of the 
company. Morel wanted 
a flagship project that 
would highlight a 
renewed interest in high-
performance loudspeakers as well as stretching its technical abilities in 
enclosure design, as well as drive unit technology. This speaker is the 
result of the programme that tied up the son of the founder 
of Morel, Oren, and two talented industrial designers 
for two years. The acoustic design was the 
responsibility of Russell Kaufmann, known in the UK 
prior to this project for taking the lead role in 
relaunching the Classe brand when it became part of 
the B&W group.

Every sinuous curve is there to minimise diffraction 
from all four drivers. An enclosure of this self-evident 
complexity would simply not be viable in wood, 
so Morel has adopted carbon fibre for the outer 
skin and a fibreglass resin internally. Each layer 
helps damp its neighbour, producing a strong, 
well-controlled structure.

The drive unit complement is an inverted array 
of Morel’s top of the line 28mm soft tweeter 
dome, the Supreme – which eschews ferrofluid 
damping and has an underhung voice coil – and 
a 150mm midrange unit which is also 
underhung, so that the coils remain fully within 
the magnetic gap under all drive conditions. The 
cone is a sandwich with one-piece outer skins of 
carbon fibre, enclosing a Rohacell core, which 
means a very stiff, well-controlled assembly.

The unit has a broad inherent operating range of 
40Hz–15kHz. Technically, it qualifies as a full-range driver in its own 
right, though it is not used that way here. Bass is handled by two 
nine-inch drivers of similar design to the midrange unit, except that to 

maximise power output the voice coil is not underhung. The speaker 
is reflex-loaded using a rear port tuned to an impressively 
subterranean 24Hz. 

Unusually, the enclosure has no internal damping, ruled out on the 
grounds of being frequency-selective, though there are internal struts 
to brace the enclosure. The cabinet will inevitably vibrate to some 
extent along with the music, though it feels inert to the fingers when 
playing, but the key point here is that energy storage is very low. The 
tweeter lacks the usual padding resistor: instead, it uses a Zobel (L-C) 
network in parallel with the load, defining an accurate phase response 
through the crossover region.

SOUND QUALITY
The absence of internal damping is probably the crucial factor with this 
speaker. There have been other speakers in the dim and distant past 

which were undamped, but 
without exception, the ones 
we remember were unruly, 
coloured and essentially 
unlistenable in the end. 
They just didn’t work – but 
this one definitely does.

So, what’s the secret of 
its success? Perhaps it’s because it uses a well-behaved 

enclosure as its basis. Time after time, the Morel comes 
across as hard-hitting, dynamic and firmly articulated. 
It has real punch when required and an almost total 
absence of the slightly boxy, wooden feel of many 
traditional designs.  
In particular, there is almost no noticeable colouration 

and we are especially impressed by the way the speaker is 
able to track musical dynamics without squeezing them. 
Also, when positioned carefully, audio manages to avoid 
sounding as though it was coming from a pair of boxes. 

This big speaker has real bass drive and depth, but also 
the reflexes and transparency of a kind normally 
associated with much smaller speakers. It’s a rare and 
precious combination indeed.
The design of the midrange driver is also an 

important factor here. There are similarities in the 
design of this unit and the one used by Magico: 
they both have a trademark lack of artifice and 
dynamic ability. The Magico V2 goes even further 
in certain respects – it is certainly even more 
sophisticated. But, both models are remarkable in 

their own way and help redefine what can be 
expected from mid-size, moving coil loudspeakers, 
as well as providing a real challenge to some of 
the more familiar names.
The Fat Lady is emphatically not just another 

bland, rectangular box. Expect Morel’s profile 
justifiably raised on the strength of this superb effort. 

Alvin Gold

“It’s a rare combination – real bass 
drive and reflexes normally 

associated with smaller speakers”
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